
TEACHER REFLECTION ESSAY

Being a teacher is not an easy task as many people could think. To be a teacher does not only imply to know the subject
to be taught, it also includes being.

Throughout the degree programme, we would all sit and go through the work while I directed the study
sessions. I have thought about each one of these lenses during my field experience while interacting with the
students and while making lesson plans. Although I assessed them several different ways throughout the unit,
it would have been preferable to add a few more of those formal assessments. I always found myself helping
my colleagues with their work. Writing a reflective essay, also known as a reflective paper or reflection paper,
is a easy as following the step-by-step instructions below. I feel that this model is extremely effective because
it allows students to take the lead in their own learning by capturing their interest with an activity while
prompting them to explain why something happens. I realized it was because the beach had always been a
place of rest to me. It is easy to focus on just the problems that are going on in you classroom. Still, with all
that was being done, a surface approach to learning was adopted, since Modern Language teaching and
learning was primarily executed by means of the traditional approach, the Grammar-Translation Method. The
first step of writing a great reflective essay is choosing a topic, so choose wisely! Learning about the four
lenses of learning we talked about in the beginning of my reading practicum class, has really helped me during
my field experience. From to , I attended the St. Students today are struggling in content areas because they
are having trouble reading and writing. If students are given a routine, they begin to understand what is
expected of them when they enter the classroom. Each wave is the same and yet every wave is unique.
Reminding students of expectations and routines helps the classroom to run smoothly. Those are the two odds
against me. Students actively participate in task execution. Forde knew of my abilities and she always
encouraged me to do whatever I do with passion, conviction and pride. I would have liked to get to know all
of them. I argue that school districts need to incorporate a writing class. In the olden days, the teacher was the
sage of the classroom who directed the show from start to finish. Confucius BC - BC Chinese Philosopher
Definition of Reflective Practice: This practice is one of the oldest theory that experienced by ancient Greeks
over years ago as a concept of intention in exploration of truth, and this old concept meaning of reflection
features in many modern definitions.


